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ABSTRACT

We review models of electroweak symmetry breaking due to new strong interactions at the TeV energy
scale and discuss the prospects for their experimental tests. We emphasize the direct observation of the new
interactions through high-energy scattering of vector bosons. We also discuss indirect probes of the new
interactions and exotic particles predicted by specific theoretical models.
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ABSTRACT

We review models of electroweak symmetry breaking due to
new strong interactions at the TeV energy scale and discuss the
prospects for their experimental tests. We emphasize the direct
observation of the new interactions through high-energy scatter-
ing of vector bosons. We also discuss indirect probes of the new
interactions and exotic particles predicted by specific theoretical
models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Though it is often said that the experiments of the last six
years at LEP, SLC, and the Tevatron have brought no surprises,
this very fact has led us into a new era in our understanding of
particle physics. In the past, it has been possible to regard the
SU (2) × U (1) gauge theory of the weak and electromagnetic
interactions as a provisional theory, perhaps to be replaced by
a model in which W bosons have constituents or internal struc-
ture. But the new experiments on the detailed properties of the
Z and W bosons have confirmed the gauge theory predictions
at the level of loop corrections. A striking aspect of this con-
firmation is the agreement between the value of the top quark
needed to give the proper radiative corrections and the value of
the top quark mass actually observed by the Tevatron collider
experiments. The data compel us to accept SU (2) × U (1) as

∗This work was supported in part by the U. S. Department of Energy and by
the National Science Foundation.

a fundamental gauge symmetry of Nature, a symmetry on the
same footing as the gauge symmetry of electromagnetism.

At the same time, our increased understanding of the the-
ory of electroweak interactions highlights the one central un-
solved problem of that theory. In order that the W and Z
bosons acquire mass, the SU (2) × U (1) gauge symmetry must
be spontaneously broken. What causes this spontaneous sym-
metry breaking? At the moment, we have almost no experimen-
tal clue that bears on this question. In principle, the symmetry
breaking may be caused by an elementary scalar field (the Higgs
field) obtaining a vacuum expectation value, or by the vacuum
expectation value of a composite operator. At this moment, it
is more fashionable to assume that the symmetry breaking is
caused by an elementary scalar field with only weak-coupling
interactions. This viewpoint connects naturally to supersymme-
try, which Marciano, in his introductory lecture at this meeting
[1], called ‘the only good idea out there’. On the other hand, it
is attractive intuitively that an important rearrangement of sym-
metry such as we know occurs at the electroweak scale should
result from new strong interactions. In this article, we will take
this as our fixed idea and review its consequences in detail.

What, then, are the consequences of new strong interactions
responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking? How will we
investigate these new interactions experimentally? In particular,
how much will we learn about them at the next generation of
colliders?

Our discussion of these issues will proceed as follows: In Sec-
tion II, we will review the present, rather weak, constraints on
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the nature of these new interactions. Sections III–VI, the heart
of this review, will discuss direct experimental probes of the
new sector. These necessarily are experiments at very high en-
ergy, requiring also very high luminosity. In this sense, they test
the ultimate reach of the colliders we are planning for the next
generation, and for the more distant future. In Section III, we
will present a general phenomenological theory of new strong
interactions at the TeV scale, and we will raise a definite set
of questions for experiment to address. In Section IV, we will
review proposed experiments on the scattering of weak vector
bosons through the new strong interactions. In Section V, we
will discuss an experimental probe of the top quark’s connec-
tion to the new interactions. In Section VI, we will summarize
the sensitivity of these experiments to the resonances of the new
strong interactions, and the complementarity of different exper-
imental probes.

In Sections VII-IX, we will discuss additional consequences
of the new strong interactions which are potentially accessible
to experiments at lower energies. In Section VII, we will dis-
cuss possible anomalous gauge boson couplings and the man-
ner in which these probe new strong interactions. In Section
VIII, we review some more explicit models of strong-coupling
electroweak symmetry breaking and explain how their specific
dynamical assumptions lead to the prediction of exotic parti-
cles and interactions. In Section IX, we review experiments at
present and future colliders which can search for the new parti-
cles predicted in these models.

Finally, in Section X, we summarize our discussion and
present our general conclusions.

The reader experienced in the study of strong-coupling elec-
troweak symmetry breaking will find relatively little new mate-
rial in this review. Nevertheless, we feel that our time at Snow-
mass has been well spent. The members of our working group
arrived at Snowmass with different types of expertise and very
different preconceptions. We have appreciated the opportunity
to discuss our areas of disagreement and to note how our ideas
can fit together into a coherent overall picture. We hope that our
improved understanding of this subject will be reflected here
both in a clearer presentation of the main aims and directions
of the study of new strong interactions and in a clearer under-
standing of the strengths and weaknesses of the experimental
tools we hope eventually to bring to this problem.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS ON NEW
STRONG INTERACTIONS

In this section, we discuss the present experimental con-
straints on new strong interactions responsible for electroweak
symmetry breaking, and an important additional constraint that
will come from future experiments.

A. Present Constraints

We begin with the information on the new strong sector that
we have today. This will be a very short section. On the other

hand, it is important to realize that some definite constraints are
available. In particular, we know:

1.) The new strong interaction sector has an SU (2)×
U (1) global symmetry, which it breaks spontaneously
to U (1).

That much is required just to couple it to the standard model
gauge fields.

2.) The new strong interaction sector has an SU (2)
global symmetry which is not spontaneously broken.

The argument for this is that the relation

mW /mZ = cos θw (1)

is satisfied to high accuracy; the violation of this relation, at a
level below 1% depending on the definition of sin2 θw , is fully
accounted for by the standard electroweak radiative corrections.
At the same time, the photon mass is zero. To insure these two
relations, the gauge boson mass matrix, in the SU (2) × U (1)
basis (A1, A2, A3, B), must have the form

m2 =
v2

4



g2

g2

g2 −gg′
−gg′ (g′)2


 . (2)

Notice that the block of this matrix acting on the three SU (2)
gauge bosons is completely symmetric. If this mass matrix orig-
inates from a strong-coupling theory, this symmetry must reflect
a property of that theory. The simplest possibility is an unbroken
SU (2) gauge symmetry under which the three SU (2) currents
transform as an isospin triplet [2, 3]. This symmetry is known
as ‘custodial SU (2)’ symmetry.

3.) The mass scale of the new strong interaction sector
is given by v = 246 GeV.

The value of v follows from the known values of the W and Z
masses and the electroweak coupling constants, which are re-
lated by (2). The relation between v and the positions of strong-
interaction resonances needs some extra discussion, which we
will supply below.

4.) The new strong interactions are not just a scaled-
up version of QCD.

This conclusion follows from a more detailed examination of
the precision electroweak data. These measurements are often
analyzed for the effects of new physics by introducing param-
eters S, T , U which represent the effects of new particles on
the Z and W vacuum polarization diagrams [4]. In particular,
S, a finite part of the Z field strength renormalization, can be
predicted in quite a clean way if one assumes that the new inter-
actions resemble scaled-up QCD. The result is S = 0.3± 0.1.
This should be compared to the value for S which is obtained
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by fitting the deviation of the electroweak data from the stan-
dard model predictions for a Higgs boson mass of 1 TeV [5]:

S = −0.26± 0.16 . (3)

The results are inconsistent at the 3 σ level. We will discuss the
properties of models which ameliorate this problem in Section
VII.

B. No Light Higgs?

There is a fifth piece of information which is not yet available
but which will have an important influence on this experimental
program when it does become known. This is the question of
whether there is a light Higgs particle. We will emphasize in
this report that the experiments which will explore the structure
of the new strong interactions are difficult ones, requiring high
luminosity and high energy. Thus it will be important to know
in advance whether one really needs this strong-interaction hy-
pothesis to explain electroweak symmetry breaking. That ques-
tion can be addressed experimentally.

The alternative to electroweak symmetry breaking through
new strong interactions is the possibility of electroweak sym-
metry breaking due to the vacuum expectation values of one or
more light scalar fields. We can rule out this alternative if these
scalar fields are not discovered in collider experiments. These
issues are discussed in more detail in the working group report
on weakly coupled Higgs bosons [6].

First of all, we should ask whether there exist light scalar
particles, detectable, for example, through their bb or γγ decay
modes. The experiments which search for these particles have
been given a prominent role in discussions of all future collid-
ers. It is likely that a light scalar, if it exists, will be discovered
at the LHC if not before. However, the simple existence of these
particles is not sufficient information, because there are several
ways to obtain particles of this sort, as bound states of more ele-
mentary constituents, in models in which SU (2)×U (1) break-
ing arises from new strong interactions. We will discuss several
examples in Section VIII. Because of this, it is also important
to determine whether a light scalar particle which has been ob-
served plays a direct role in electroweak symmetry breaking.

This can be done by observing the coupling of the scalar to
ZZ or WW . If we write an SU (2) × U (1) invariant effective
Lagrangian, with several neutral scalar particles φi assigned (for
simplicity) a common weak isospin I3, the coupling of these
scalars to WW and ZZ is given by

∆L = (2I3)2
∑

i

wi
v2

(
m2
ZZµZ

µ + 2m2
WW

+
µ W

−µ)φi , (4)

where
wi =

√
2 〈φi〉 . (5)

and v is the scale given in item 3 above. If

∑

i

(2I3)2w2
i = v2 , (6)

then the vacuum expectation values of the fields φi are com-
pletely responsible for the generation of the Z and W masses
through the breaking of SU (2) × U (1). If particles are not
found which saturate the sum rule (6), then the mechanism of
SU (2)×U (1) breaking necessarily acts at higher energies. Be-
cause a Higgs particle can be heavy only if it is strongly self-
coupled, this mechanism would also necessarily involve new
strong interactions.

It is difficult to measure the vacuum expectation values wi at
hadron colliders. This coupling is best observed in the process
qq → Wφ, with φ decay to bb. For standard model coupling
(w = 1), this process can be observed at the upgraded Teva-
tron up to a φ mass of about 110 GeV, depending on the final
integrated luminosity [7], and over roughly the same range at
the LHC [8]. At electron colliders, where the dominant pro-
cess for Higgs boson production is e+e− → Z0φ, this exper-
iment is quite straightforward. In particular, once the mass of
the φ is given, the measurement of w involves only countingZ0

bosons produced at a fixed lab energy and can be done without
assumptions on the φ decay scheme [9]. If the bosons are found
which saturate the sum rule (6), these particles hold the physics
of electroweak symmetry breaking. If they are not found, we
will know that we need the experimental program for very high
energies that we will set out below.

We should note that it is possible that a light Higgs boson
responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking could also be
a composite bound by new strong interactions. Models of this
type were introduced many years ago by Kaplan and Georgi
[10] and have also appeared recently in the context of super-
symmetry model-building [11]. In this case, the scale of new
strong interactions can lie at a multi-TeV mass scale. We will
not discuss these models further in this report.

III. NEW PION DYNAMICS

Although we do not know much about the nature of the new
strong interactions, we know enough to suggest a general route
for experimental analysis. In this section, we will set out a gen-
eral phenomenology of the new strong interactions which can
provide a guide for us in the discussion of experiments.

From items 1 and 2 above, we know that the new strong in-
teractions contain the pattern of spontaneous global symmetry
breaking:

SU (2) × SU (2) → SU (2) , (7)

which is identical to the symmetry breaking pattern of QCD in
the limit of zero mass for the u and d quarks. From here on, to
promote this analogy, we will refer to this zero quark mass limit
of QCD simply as ‘QCD’, and we will refer to the unbroken
SU (2) symmetry of the new strong interactions as ‘isospin’.
Then, for both the familiar and the new theory of strong inter-
actions, Goldstone’s theorem implies that there should exist an
isospin triplet of massless mesons, the pions (π+, π−, π0). Fur-
ther, the fact that these particles are Goldstone bosons resulting
from spontaneous symmetry breaking leads to a systematic set
of predictions for the low-energy behavior of their interactions,
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predictions which are in fact valid experimentally after a cor-
rection is made for the effects of the nonzero quark masses.

In the familiar strong interactions, the formalism which gives
these predictions is known as ‘current algebra’. Where cur-
rent algebra predicts a property of the familiar pions, the same
property must hold for the pions of the new strong interactions.
However, outside the domain controlled by current algebra, the
properties of these new pions could be completely different
from the QCD expectation. How the new pions behave at high
energy, we must find out experimentally.

The idea that the new strong interactions, just like QCD, have
pions as their lightest states gives focus to the experimental pro-
gram to investigate these new interactions. It suggests that we
approach the study of these new interactions by asking the same
questions that we asked in the 1950’s about low-energy QCD.
Of course, we should be prepared that the answers to these ques-
tions may be completely different.

A. Who are the Pions?

First of all, we must clarify where the new pions can be found.
How do we create a beam of the new pions, or look for them in
the final state of a high-energy reaction?

In the new strong interactions, the spontaneously broken
SU (2) is coupled to the gauge bosons of the standard model.
When the symmetry breaks, the weak gauge bosons obtain
mass. Since a massless gauge boson has two transverse polar-
ization states, but a massive spin-1 boson has three polarization
states, each of these bosons must acquire an additional degree
of freedom. It is well known that they do this by absorbing the
corresponding Goldstone boson resulting from the global sym-
metry breaking. This is the essence of the Higgs mechanism.

This statement of the Higgs mechanism has an interesting
converse. When a massive spin-1 boson is boosted to high en-
ergy, it again has well-defined transverse and longitudinalpolar-
ization states. The transverse polarization states have couplings
which approach those of the original massless bosons. The in-
teractions of the longitudinal polarization states of the spin-1
boson become equal to those of the Goldstone boson that it ate
to become massive. This result is known as the ‘Goldstone bo-
son equivalence theorem’ [12, 13, 14]; see Figure 1.

���
�

∞
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Figure 1: The Goldstone Boson Equivalence Theorem.

The Goldstone boson equivalence theorem implies that the

longitudinal polarization states of W and Z play the role of the
pions in the new strong interactions. Any collider process which
involvesW and Z bosons in the initial or final state can in prin-
ciple give us access to these new interactions. In the next sev-
eral sections, we will discuss the most important reactions for
the future study of these new pion processes.

To complete the connection between W and Z dynamics and
the dynamics of new pions, we can add one more piece of infor-
mation. It is possible to derive the W and Z mass matrix pre-
dicted by the new strong interaction theory by analyzing matrix
elements of the SU (2) × U (1) gauge currents. Assuming the
symmetry-breaking pattern (7), we must obtain a mass matrix
of the form (2). But this derivation also identifies the overall
scale v in (2) as being equal to the pion decay constant:

fπ = v = 246 GeV . (8)

Through this relation, we can convert the known masses of the
W and Z to the mass scale of the new strong interactions.

B. Pion-Pion Scattering

The most basic question that we could ask about the new
strong interactions is: What is the nature and strength of the
low-lying resonances? The analogy to pion dynamics in QCD
tells us that we should think especially about resonances that
couple to two-pion scattering channels. From the scale given by
(8), we should expect these ‘low-lying’ resonances to be found
at TeV energies.

In pion-pion scattering, Bose statistics dictates the principal
scattering channels at low energy. These have total spin J and
isospin I given by:

J = 0 I = 0, 2

J = 1 I = 1 . (9)

From now on, we will refer to these three channels by the value
of I . We will discuss in a moment how to look for resonances in
these channels using longitudinalW and Z bosons as our tools.

Current algebra predicts the leading behavior of the pion-pion
scattering amplitude near threshold. Specifically, it predicts

aI =
s

AI
+ O(s2) (10)

whereAI , the relativistic generalization of the scattering length,
is given in the three relevant channels by

A0 = 16πf2
π = (1.7 TeV)2

A1 = 96πf2
π = (4.3 TeV)2

A2 = −32πf2
π . (11)

The channels I=0 and 1 are attractive at low energy, and so
one might expect to see resonances here. In fact, a more power-
ful statement is possible. Unitarity implies that Im(aI) = |aI |2,
which implies that Re(aI) < 1/2. The corrections to (10) must
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become important and restore aI(s) to an expression consistent
with unitarity before this criterion is met [13], that is, for

I = 0 :
√
s < 1.3 TeV , I = 1 :

√
s < 3.0 TeV . (12)

If unitarity is restored through resonances, as it is in the familiar
strong interaction, we would expect the first resonance in each
channel to appear below these limits. For comparison, the most
prominent low-energy resonance in QCD is the ρ. Scaling up
mρ by the ratio of fπ’s, we find

mnew
ρ =

fnew
π

fold
π

mold
ρ =

246 GeV
93 MeV

mρ = 2 TeV (13)

as an alternative estimate of the I=1 resonance mass.

In the literature, a prominent I=J=1 resonance in the new
strong interactions is called a ‘technirho’. By analogy, a promi-
nent I=0, J=1 resonance is called a ‘techniomega’. As in QCD,
the techniomega will not couple to ππ, but it may appear in
e+e− and qq annihilation, decaying to 3π or γπ final states.
Through the latter channel, the techniomega can appear as a res-
onance in γZ0 . While the technirho, if it exists, must couple to
a virtual γ orZ0, for the techniomega this is a model-dependent
question.

When we compute the sensitivity of collider experiments to
resonances of the new strong interactions, and we consider
parton-level processes which extend above 1 TeV in center-of-
mass energy, we must be careful to respect unitarity. A direct, if
simple-minded, way to do this is to parametrize the phase shift
in each of the three relevant channels by the expression

tan δI =
s

AI

1

1− s/M 2
I

. (14)

This expression automatically respects unitarity and the predic-
tions of current algebra. It includes a resonance at the mass
MI . It has a sensible limit MI →∞ which is determined only
by current algebra and unitarity. In the literature, the limit of
a unitarized but nonresonant pion-pion scattering amplitude is
known as the ‘low energy theorem’ (LET) model. The precise
definition of the LET limit depends on the unitarization proce-
dure and thus varies somewhat from author to author. All of
these prescriptions give similar results for ππ center-of-mass
energies in the region (12).

The simple parametrization (14) does not take account of
crossing relations which connect the amplitudes in the three
channels (and additional channels which become important at
higher energies). The detailed calculations of the signatures of
pion-pion scattering processes in high-energy colliders [15, 16]
have used somewhat more sophisticated but less transparent
parametrizations. A different strategy has been to apply the
low-energy expansion of the effective Lagrangian for pion-pion
scattering, studied by Gasser and Leutwyler [17]. This approach
does not give manifestly unitary scattering amplitudes, but it
does give the correct crossing relations. In particular, the three
coefficients of order s2 in the formulae for the aI(s) are given in
terms of two constants L1, L2. Pion-pion scattering processes
of new strong interactions have been studied in this parametriza-
tion in [18, 19, 20, 21].

C. Strategies for Pion-Pion Scattering
Experiments

1–97 8267A2
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Figure 2: Processes which measure the pion-pion scattering am-
plitudes of new strong interactions.

There are two strategies for measuring the pion-pion scatter-
ing amplitudes at colliders. These are illustrated in Figure 2.
In the first of the processes shown, longitudinally polarized W
bosons are radiated from incident fermions, and these scatter to
vector boson pairs at large transverse momentum. In the sec-
ond process, the incident fermions annihilate directly to vector
boson pairs, which show the effects of new strong interactions
through the production form factor. The incident fermions could
be either quarks or leptons. In either case, the subprocess energy
must be of order 1 TeV to see significant effects.

We will now make some general comments which provide
theoretical orientation on these two processes. In Section IV,
we will discuss simulation studies of these two reactions and
see what sensitivity they can achieve in realistic settings.

The vector boson scattering process illustrated in Figure 2(a)
can in principle access all three of the dominant channels of
pion-pion scattering. The channels are distinguished by the
identity of the final vector bosons: W+W+ orW−W− couples
only to I=2, W+Z0 to I=1,2, and Z0Z0 to I=0,2. The cross
sections must be summed over the vector bosons which appear
in the initial state, though typically they are dominated by chan-
nels with initialW ’s. This is especially true in e+e− reactions,
since the probability for an electron to radiate a Z is about 1/10
of the probability to radiate a W . In pp reactions, all of these
processes occur in the same environment; at an e+e− machine,
experiments on the I=2 channel require dedicated operation of
the accelerator as an e−e− collider.

The production of transversely polarizedW pairs is not influ-
enced significantly by the new strong interactions and so should
be treated as a background. Often in the literature, the signal of
new strong interactions is expressed as the difference between
the high-pT vector boson yield in the strong interaction model
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and the yield in the minimal standard model with a Higgs boson
of mass about 100 GeV. The latter assumption turns off the new
strong interactions but retains the production of transversely po-
larized boson pairs through standard model gauge interactions.

Additional backgrounds come from processes of different
topology that lead to vector boson pairs or from final states that
fake vector boson pairs. At the LHC, an important background
reaction is the ubiquitous gg → gg, with the final jets broad-
ened to the W mass. To overcome this problem, it is typically
required that vector bosons are observed in their leptonic decay
modes. Even with this requirement, processes such as gg → tt
and gq →Wq must be removed carefully with targeted cuts. At
high energy e+e− colliders, the most important backgrounds
come from photon-induced processes such as γγ → W+W−

and γe → WZν . These are removed by a forward electron
veto and by requiring that the vector boson pair has a transverse
momentum of order mW . The kinematic requirements of these
cuts, and consideration of the overall rate, call for observation
of the W and Z in their hadronic decay modes.

In very favorable circumstances, a resonance of the new
strong interactions can produce a peak in the mass spectrum of
vector boson pairs. However, the more typical situation is that it
produces only a shoulder or an enhancement over the prediction
of a weak-coupling model. It is therefore a crucial experimen-
tal problem to understand the standard model sources of vector
boson pairs and other sources of background quantitatively, so
that these effects can be subtracted accurately.

The fermion annihilation process illustrated in Figure 2(b) is
restricted to angular momentum J=1, and therefore to the I=1
channel of pion-pion scattering. We should note, though, that
in QCD this channel contains the ρ meson and thus has the
strongest resonant effects at low energy.

We can parametrize the strong interaction effects on vector
boson pair production by a form factor Fπ(q2), the pion form
factor of the new strong interactions. The amplitude for e+e−

or qq annihilation to new pions or longitudinally polarized W
and Z pairs is enhanced by the factor Fπ(s). The form factor
satisfies Fπ(0) = 1 and should show an enhancement at the
mass of any I=1 resonance. If there is a strong I=1 resonance,
the form of the function will be described by a vector meson
dominance parametrization

Fπ(s) =
−M2

1 + iΓM1

s−M2
1 + iΓM1

. (15)

There is an additional piece of information about Fπ which is
known more rigorously. Assuming only that ππ → 4π pro-
cesses are unimportant at a given energy, the phase of Fπ(s) is
precisely the I=1 ππ phase shift δ1(s). Thus, even in a nonres-
onant model, it is possible to detect the presence of new strong
interactions if one can measure the imaginary part of Fπ(s).

In Figure 3, we show how the amplitude Fπ(s) moves in the
complex plane as s increases, for the case of a nonresonant
model with phase shift δ1(s). We also show the motion ofFπ(s)
for a resonant model in which, when the resonance is reached,
the phase shift goes through π/2.

δ1(s)

Vector
resonance

LET

Re Fπ (s)

Im
 F

π 
(s

)
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Figure 3: Dependence of Fπ(q2) on energy, in models with-
out and with a new strong interaction resonance in the I=J=1
channel.

At the LHC, the main effect of the new pion form factor is to
create strong-interaction resonances in qq annihilation. These
can show up as peaks in the WZ mass distribution if the reso-
nance mass is sufficiently low. In high-energy e+e− colliders,
which are designed to measure the differential cross section for
e+e− →W+W− to percent accuracy, it is possible to measure
the deviation of Fπ from 1 below the resonance or in a nonres-
onant case. In particular, it is possible to measure the phase of
Fπ from the interference of longitudinal and transverse W pair
production.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROSPECTS FOR THE
STUDY OF NEW PION INTERACTIONS

In this section, we will review simulation studies from the lit-
erature and new studies that have been done at Snowmass that
have explored the experimental reach of future experiments on
the new pion interactions. These experiments are among the
most difficult proposed for the next generation of accelerators.
They require parton center-of-mass energies above 1 TeV and
luminosities sufficient to observe hard scattering cross sections
at these energies. Thus, they tax the highest energies and lumi-
nosities of future generations of colliders.

For this reason, we will concentrate our attention on the
LHC at full design luminosity and a high-luminosity electron-
positron linear collider with 1.5 TeV in the center-of-mass.
Throughout this report, we will use the shorthand ‘NLC’ to refer
to a next-generation e+e− collider.

The experimental studies that we will review in this section
made a variety of assumptions on the collider luminosity. In
this section, whenever we present the results of a simulation,
we will give the size of the data sample assumed. When we as-
semble and interpret these results in Section VI, we will scale
all results to data samples of 100 fb−1 (1 year at peak luminos-
ity of 1034 cm−2s−1). In all cases, we assume the full energy
reach of the machine (14 TeV for the LHC and 1.5 TeV for the
NLC). In addition, we assume 80% electron polarization at the
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linear collider. These reference machine parameters are listed in
Table I. At the end of Section VI, we will comment briefly on
what can be learned from even higher energies and luminosities.

Table I: Reference machine parameters, energy, luminosity, and
polarization, for studies of new pion scattering.

CM Energy (TeV) L (cm−2s−1) P

LHC 14 1034

NLC 1.5 1034 Pe = 80%

A. Analysis Methods

The strategies for studying these new strong interactions have
been discussed in Section IIIC. The basic signals are (1) a peak
in the mass spectrum of vector boson pair production which
is a straightforward signal to extract, (2) a broad enhance-
ment in the cross section for boson boson scattering which in-
volves an absolute cross section measurement and a detailed
understanding of all backgrounds, and (3) a helicity analysis of
e+e− → W+W− which allows the measurement of the I=1
phase shift in that channel.

Many studies exist that probe the reach of the LHC and the
NLC to discover the new strong interactions. Most studies rely
on parton level estimates for the signal and background pro-
cesses. For the LHC, the most detailed studies are those of the
detector collaborations ATLAS and CMS [8, 22, 23]. The back-
grounds are large, and care has been taken to try to estimate the
backgrounds realistically. Modern parton distribution functions
tuned to Tevatron data are used. At high luminosity, the LHC
experiments expect 25 minimum bias events per crossing. The
effect of these events is included. Still, these analyses do not
involve full detector simulations. Instead, GEANT simulations
of the momentum resolution, radiation losses and isolation ef-
fects in the detectors are parametrized and then implemented
with Gaussian smearing.

At the NLC, where backgrounds and detector resolutions
are much less of a concern, most studies use reasonable
parametrizations of detector efficiencies and resolution, but do
not involve detector simulation. For the study of the reaction
e+e− → W+W−, four vectors of stable particles emerging
from the reactions are smeared assuming Gaussian errors ac-
cording to the parametrizations summarized in [9]. Studies
of boson scattering processes such as e+e− → ννWW or
e+e− → ννZZ are somewhat more idealized.

The goals for the simulation studies are to determine (1)
whether we can conclusively observe pion-pion scattering due
to new strong interactions, and (2) what can be determined
about the structure and resonances of the new strong interaction
sector. In evaluating the results we will present below, it is im-
portant to realize that, by the time these experiments are done,
the alternative explanation of electroweak symmetry breaking
through the vacuum expectation values of light scalar fields will

have been excluded at a high level of confidence. We have dis-
cussed this point in Section IIB.

B. Studies of New Strong Interactions at the LHC

At the LHC, the main difficulty for experiments probing
strong symmetry breaking is backgrounds. In most studies,
the two final state gauge bosons are reconstructed in their
“gold plated” leptonic modes only, although some studies have
been able to demonstrate significant signals in so called “silver
plated” modes where one gauge boson decays leptonically and
the other decays to 2 jets. Table II lists the detection modes
and isospin channels accessible at the LHC. (In our notation,
qq refers to a reaction of quarks with the same or with differ-
ent flavors.) The analyses suffer from low statistics, in part be-
cause they select modes with small decay branching ratios, but
the high transverse momentum, isolated leptons characteristic
of the leptonic decay modes provide clean signatures for gauge
bosons in the final state.

Table II: Detection modes and isospin channels accessible at the
LHC.

Parton Level Process Weak Isospin
qq → qqZZ 0, 2

qq→ qqW+W− 0, 1, 2
qq → qqWZ 1, 2

qq → qqW±W± 2
qq → ZZ 0,2
qq→ Zγ 0
qq → ZW 1

1. Resonance Searches

Both ATLAS and CMS have studied the ability of their ex-
periments to discover resonances in diboson production due to
new strong interactions. The ATLAS technical proposal [23]
describes a search for evidence of a technirho (ρT ) decaying to
WZ or a techniomega (ωT ) decaying to Zγ.

In the I=1 channel, they estimate that, for a 1 TeV ρT , the
signal production cross section is 40 fb. This comes from a
combination of direct production (qq →WZ) and boson-boson
scattering (qq→ qqWZ), though the annihilationchannel dom-
inates. The experimental signature is three isolated, high trans-
verse momentum leptons in the final state, together with signifi-
cant missing energy. In the study, the missing transverse energy
was computed after energy smearing, using the momentum vec-
tors of all particles observable in the detector. A W mass con-
straint was then applied to the lepton-neutrino pair in order to
reconstruct the total invariant mass of the WZ system.

The dominant background is tt production with one dilepton
combination having a mass close to the Z mass. This back-
ground is effectively removed by the isolation cuts on the lep-
tons and the W mass constraint described above. The other
backgrounds are reactions that produce transversely polarized
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Figure 4: Reconstructed masses for high mass resonances decaying into gauge boson pairs, from [23]: (a) Signal of a 1 TeV ρT
decaying to WZ and subsequently to three leptons (b) Signal of a 1.46 TeV ωT decaying to Zγ with the Z then decaying to two
leptons.

WZ pairs, continuum qq → WZ and boson-boson scattering
through qq → qqWZ . Note that because the cross section is
dominated by the annihilation channel, there is no advantage in
tagging forward jets to select the boson-boson scattering reac-
tion.

The reconstructed diboson mass for a 1 TeV ρT decaying to
WZ , for 100 fb−1 of data at the LHC, is shown in Figure 4(a).
The backgrounds remaining after all cuts are small and the res-
onance is sufficiently narrow that the signal would be straight-
forward to observe. This analysis can be extended to search for
vector resonances at LHC up to a mass of 1.6 TeV with 100
fb−1 of data [23, 24].

The search for an ωT resonance is quite similar. As we have
noted in Section IIIB, the ωT is not produced in boson-boson
scattering; also, it is a model-dependent question whether it cou-
ples to qq annihilation. If it does couple, it can produce a dra-
matic effect, since the ωT can decay to γZ0 , which is directly
reconstructed if the Z decays leptonically. The dominant back-
grounds are continuum Zγ production and Z+ jet production
where the jet fakes an isolated photon. The production cross
section for a 1.46 TeV ωT is expected to be approximately 50
fb. Figure 4(b) shows the reconstructed Zγ mass distribution
for the expected signal in a 100 fb−1 data set. This search is
sensitive to ωT up to approximately 2 TeV.

2. Absolute Cross Section Measurements

If the resonances in the new strongly coupled world are too
massive or too broad, we will not be able to see them directly
as peaks in a diboson mass spectrum. In that case, we can only
look for the effects of the new interactions as event excesses
or cross section enhancements in the various boson-boson scat-
tering channels. The largest enhancements will appear in the
isospin channel corresponding to the quantum numbers of the
strongest resonance. At a certain point, however, our sensitiv-
ity to the mass of the object dominating the scattering channel
will be lost. Then we may still be able to establish the existence
of new strong interactions, but we will be unable to distinguish
anything about their detailed structure.

At the LHC, the most sensitive channel for probing the
high mass structure of the new strong interaction is qq →
qqW±W±. This channel minimizes the backgrounds from
pair-production of transversely polarized W bosons, since the
W±W± final state cannot result from an annihilation process,
and it minimizes the background from tt production leading to
hard isolated leptons.

The experimental signal is the observation of two isolated
same-sign leptons in the central detector, with large dilepton
invariant mass. The dominant backgrounds come from elec-
troweak bremsstrahlung processes, gluon exchange, W+tt pro-
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duction,WZ and ZZ final states, and tt production. In the AT-
LAS study of this decay mode, the dominant background pro-
cesses from tt, WZ and ZZ were generated using PYTHIA 5.7
and the other backgrounds were simulated at the parton level.
Detector acceptance and resolution for leptons and jets were in-
cluded in the simulation.

The signal could only be observed above background if the
analyses made cuts on the distinctive topology of the boson
scattering process. Signal events have two jets in the forward
regions of the detector from the scattered quarks, but there is not
much jet activity in the central detector if one has required both
W bosons to decay leptonically. The tt background is greatly
reduced by rejecting events with a jet of significant energy in the
central detector, and all backgrounds not originating from boson
fusion are reduced by requiring the tagging of two jets, one in
each of the forward detector regions. The dominant background
remaining after all cuts is transverse W pair production.

The event rates in this channel are low and the signal to back-
ground ratio does not change much as a function of lepton trans-
verse energy. Figure 5 shows the signal expected for a model
in which a 1 TeV I=J=0 particle (a massive Higgs scalar) is
exchanged in the t-channel. The review [25] provides a com-
prehensive survey of this channel for a variety of hypotheses
of the source of the strong symmetry breaking (scalar or vec-
tor resonances with a variety of masses). In all cases, there is
no resonance shape to distinguish signal from background and
the signal can only be extracted if the absolute magnitude of the
background is known from other sources. However, if one does
understand the backgrounds [26] and can accurately model the
jet tagging and jet vetoing in the high luminosity environment
of the LHC, studies show that the qq → qq′W±W± channel is
sensitive to strong electroweak symmetry breaking even in the
LET limit. No matter how high one places the masses of res-
onances, there will be a significant excess of events over back-
ground in this channel. In other words, this channel will dis-
cover the new strong interactions if they are there.

The yields in this channel, in the LET limit, for a 100 fb−1

data sample are listed in the general summary of the results of
simulation studies which we present in Table IV of Section VI.

C. Studies of New Strong Interactions at the NLC

At the NLC, the available channels for studying strong sym-
metry breaking are limited by rate rather than backgrounds. The
boson-boson scattering processes that can be studied are listed
in Table III. All studies use the 2 jet decays of the gauge bosons
to take advantage of the largest accessible branching ratios. The
I=2 final state W−W− can also be studied at a linear collider;
however, this requires a dedicated experiment of several years’
duration with e−e− collisions. It is interesting that this informa-
tion is potentiallyavailable, but we will not consider this process
further here.

Another tool available at NLC is the annihilation channel
e+e− →W+W−. The rates are high enough and backgrounds
low enough that one can do a helicity analysis by reconstruct-
ing the production and decay angles of theW ’s in the final state.
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Figure 5: Expected numbers ofW+W+ → (lν)(lν) signal and
background events after all cuts for a 100 fb−1 data sample at
the LHC, from [23]. The signal corresponds to a 1 TeV Higgs.

Table III: Detection modes and isospin channels accessible at
the NLC.

Parton Level Process Weak Isospin
e+e− → ννZZ 0, 2

e+e− → ννW+W− 0, 1, 2
e+e− →W+W− 1

This allows one to separate the longitudinal and transverse con-
tributions to the final state, and to measure the new pion form
factor discussed in Section IIIC.

1. Boson-Boson Scattering at the NLC

A study of the boson scattering processes at an e+e− linear
collider, e+e− → ννWW and e+e− → ννZZ is described
in [27] and reviewed in a contribution [28] to these proceed-
ings. Here we will summarize only the essential features of
the analysis. The gauge bosons are each reconstructed in the
dijet final state. With realistic jet energy resolutions, the W
and Z bosons cannot be discriminated on an event-by-event
basis, but they can be separated statistically. The dominant
backgrounds are dibosons produced from e+e− annihilation,
e+e− → e+e−W+W−, and e+e− → eνWZ , with misidenti-
fication of WZ events as either WW or ZZ events due to jet
energy smearing. The study [27] does not include detector res-
olution or efficiencies except in the important area of jet energy
resolution where ∆Ej/Ej = 50%/

√
Ej ⊕ 2% is assumed.

The annihilation background is removed by a cut requir-
ing significant missing mass in the event. One first requires
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W+W− events to have large WW invariant mass and a large
angle with respect to the beam axis (| cos θW | < 0.8). The dom-
inant backgrounds then come from e+e− → e+e−W+W− and
e+e− → eνWZ , due to intermediate states with virtual photons
radiated from the electron lines. These backgrounds are sup-
pressed by the requirement that the transverse momentum of the
WW system be large (50 GeV < pT (WW ) < 300 GeV), and
by a veto on events with hard forward electrons. For the veto, it
is assumed that electrons with Ee > 50 GeV can be tagged for
| cos θe| < 0.99 [9]. With this series of cuts, the strong symme-
try breaking signals are observable over background.

The resultingWW and ZZ signals, for a 200 fb−1 data sam-
ple at a 1.5 TeV NLC, are shown in Figure 6 as a function of the
diboson invariant mass. As was the case at the LHC, the signal
to background ratio does not change significantly as a function
of this mass, and there is no resonance shape to distinguish sig-
nal from background unless the resonance masses are very low
(or order 1 TeV). Thus, again, the signal can only be extracted if
the absolute magnitude of the background is known from other
sources. However, if the background can be accurately mod-
eled, the study of [27] shows that the e+e− → ννZZ channel
is sensitive to strong electroweak symmetry breaking to the LET
limit.

2. Helicity Analysis of e+e− →W+W− at the NLC

As was discussed in Section IIIC, the annihilation channel
e+e− → W+W− can be used to probe the new strong interac-
tions because final state rescattering provides information about
the J=1 partial wave in the process W+

LW
−
L → W+

LW
−
L . The

strategy of the analysis is to use the decay angular distribution
of the W ’s to measure the final state W polarization, and then
to extract the real and imaginary parts of the form factor from
the contribution of e+e− →W+

LW
−
L .

The final state topology with one W decaying hadronically
and the other decaying leptonically is best for the analysis. The
experimental observables for the polarization analysis are illus-
trated in Figure 7. They are the W− production angle (Θ), the
polar and azimuthal angles of the lepton in the W rest frame
(θ, φ), and the polar and azimuthal angles of the quark jets in
the W rest frame (θ, φ). No quark flavor tagging is assumed
so that the two quark directions are averaged over. Events are
generated by a Monte Carlo program that retains the full spin
correlations through the W decay [29].

Detector effects are simulated by smearing the four vectors of
the final state particles. The analysis uses only two cuts to select
events. | cos Θ| < 0.8 ensures that the event is within the detec-
tor volume and theW invariant masses are required to be within
a few GeV of the known W mass, where the mass of the lep-
tonically decaying W is reconstructed by using 4-momentum
conservation in the event to solve for the 4 vector of the unde-
tected neutrino. The cuts yield a sample that is 98% pure with
36% efficiency (not including the W branching ratios).

The unpolarized differential cross section for e+e− →
W+W− would be directly sensitive to relatively light vector
resonances without any polarization analysis. For example, a
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Figure 6: Expected numbers of W+W−, ZZ → (jj)(jj) sig-
nal and background events after all cuts for a 200 fb−1 un-
polarized data sample at the NLC at 1.5 TeV, from [27]: (a)
e+e− → ννW+W−, (b) e+e− → ννZZ . The dotted his-
togram shows the total standard model background including
misidentifications. The solid histogram shows signal plus back-
ground for the LET.

ρT resonance at the collider center-of-mass energy increases the
polarization-summed differential cross section at 90◦ by a fac-
tor of 4. A more challenging question is that of the sensitivity
to higher-mass I=1 resonances, or to the LET limit. Figure 8
shows two illustrative determinations of Fπ(s), through a max-
imum likelihood fit to simulation data, for the NLC at 1.5 TeV
with an unpolarized data sample of 200 fb−1. These determina-
tions are compared to an explicit model with a high-mass vector
resonance. The points illustrate the general behavior shown in
Figure 3. The LET limit is distinguishable from the case of no
new strong interactions at the 4.6 σ level. This translates to a
4.3 σ significance for a 100 fb−1 data sample with 80% polar-
ization.
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Figure 8: Determination of the new pion form factor Fπ(s) at
the NLC at 1.5 TeV with an unpolarized data sample of 200
fb−1, from [29]. The results are compared to a model with a
high-mass ρT and LET behavior as this mass goes to infinity.
The contour about the light Higgs value is a 95% confidence
contour; that about the point mρ = 4 TeV is a 68% confidence
contour.

V. THE TOP QUARK COUPLING TO NEW
PIONS

In the previous two sections, we have discussed how the
new strong interactions responsible for electroweak symmetry
breaking are probed by the study of WW scattering, W pair
production, and the W gauge couplings. All of these exper-
iments refer only to the property that the new strong interac-
tions spontaneously break SU (2) × U (1). But the mechanism
of electroweak symmetry breaking has one more important task,
to give mass to quarks and leptons. It is a very important part of
the general program of experiments on the new strong interac-
tions to probe how this sector couples to fermions.

A particular mystery surrounds the mass of the top quark.
This quark must be especially tightly coupled to the new sec-
tor. It is tempting to assume that the top quark actually plays
an essential role in the mechanism of SU (2) × U (1) symmetry
breaking. It is also possible that new strong interactions of the
top quark are shared, to some extent, by the other third gener-
ation fermions b and τ . On the other hand, it is equally well
possible to have a sector of new strong interactions in which the
top quark does not play an essential role.

These different possibilities are reflected in formal consider-
ations for the top quark scattering amplitudes. The low-energy
theorem for the process tt→ ππ, has a steep rise with s similar
to that which we discussed for ππ → ππ in (10) [30, 31, 32],

a0 = mt

√
s/16πf2

π +O(s2) , (16)

This formula implies the unitarity bound

I = 0 :
√
s < 16TeV . (17)

It is an interesting question at what energy the expression (16)
turns over to respect unitarity. It could be unitarized by the res-
onances of the ππ system, at the much lower energies suggested
in (12). In this case, the top quark would couple to these res-
onances as a perturbation, with an amplitude proportional to
(mt/4πfπ). Alternatively, the tt system could couple to new
resonances, which might appear either at very high energies or
near the TeV scale.

In Section VIII, we will discuss some specific models of
fermion mass generation. Within these particular models, there
are definite signatures of new physics associated with heavy
quarks which can be searched for experimentally. In particular,
these models suggest the existence of exotic particles decaying
to heavy flavors. We will review searches for these particles in
Section IX.

Here we address the question of whether the tt−ππ amplitude
can be directly studied experimentally. The most direct way to
do this would be to create top quark pairs by pion-pion scat-
tering. This involves the study of the process W+W− → tt.
The analysis of this process is similar to that of WW scatter-
ing. The W bosons are produced by radiation from external
fermions lines. There is a contribution from transversely po-
larized W bosons scattering through the usual standard model
interactions. The more interesting contribution from longitudi-
nally polarized W boson may contain enhancements or reso-
nances due to the new strong interactions.

The two most important contributions of the latter type are
shown in Figure 9. The coupling of the top quarks and W
bosons to a scalar resonance should be proportional to the
masses these particles acquire from the Higgs mechanism.
Thus, the first diagram of Figure 9 has an amplitude

mt
√
s

f2
π

M2
0

s −M2
0

. (18)

This amplitude becomes large for large M0; in the limitM0 →
∞, it violates unitarity at high energy. This process is helicity-
flip, producing the final states tLtL and tRtR predominantly
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for s � m2
t . The second diagram of Figure 9 involves the

lowest I=1 (ρT ) resonance. This resonance has a more model-
dependent coupling for which we have introduced a parameter
η. The value of the amplitude is

ηmtM1

f2
π

s

s −M2
1

. (19)

This process is helicity-conserving, leading to the final states
tLtR and tRtL at high energy.
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Figure 9: Contributions to W+W− → tt from new strong in-
teractions. In this figure, σ is an I=0 resonance; ρ is an I=1
resonance.

Because these two processes lead to different final polariza-
tion states of the top quark, it is possible, in principle, to sep-
arate them. Each of the two processes gives separate informa-
tion about the relation of the top quark to the mechanism of
SU (2)×U (1) breaking. For the first process, we can ask, is the
value of the resonance mass M0 the same as that observed in
I=0 WW scattering? We will describe below a model in which
the reaction WW → tt has a lower resonance position, cor-
responding to a mechanism for generating the top quark mass
which is distinct from the mechanism for generating the W
mass. For the second process, we can ask, is η close to 1, signal-
ing a significant coupling of the top quark to the I=1 resonance,
or is it very small? Thus, even before looking into the details of
models, the measurement of this process will give us guidance
as the the origin of the top quark mass.

The observation of WW → tt at the LHC seems very diffi-
cult due to the overwhelming background from gg → tt. How-
ever, it appears to be feasible to study this process at the NLC.
A simulation study has been done of the reaction e+e− → ννtt,
which contains WW → tt as a subprocess, assuming contribu-
tions from an I=0 resonance only [28]. The standard model pre-
dictions for this process have been presented in [33]. As in the
boson-boson scattering studies at the NLC, it is advantageous to
reconstruct the top quarks in their hadronic decay modes. The
experimental signature is either 6 jets (two of which are poten-
tially b tagged) or 4 jets and a lepton (again with potentially
two b tags). The final jets (and leptons) are kinematically fit to
form a tt system. The dominant background is two-photon pro-
duction of tt pairs through the process e+e− → e+e−tt. This
background can be suppressed by requiring transverse momen-
tum of the tt system and a forward electron veto, just as in the
analysis of boson scattering processes.

The cross section for the 6-jet topology at the NLC at 1.5
TeV, after all cuts have been applied, is shown in Figure 10. The
highest curve is the prediction of a model with an I=0 resonance
at 1 TeV. Even in this case, there is no clear resonance shape
but only an enhancement above the background. However, the
predicted enhancement is significant not only for this example
but also for the LET limit. The event yield in that case is given
in Table IV.

VI. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL
PROSPECTS AT LHC AND NLC

Now that we have reviewed the major simulation studies of
vector boson scattering processes at future colliders, we must
try to place the results in a coherent picture. What do these
results mean qualitatively? What will we really learn about the
new strong interactions from the LHC? What will the NLC add
to our understanding?

A. Existence of New Strong Interactions

To begin, let us summarize the results of the previous sec-
tions. From the studies of the vector boson scattering, we have
seen that the LHC can establish the presence of new strong in-
teractions in the channel qq → qqW±W± even at the level of
the LET predictions. The estimates in the literature of the exper-
imental significance of such a measurement range from 3.5 to
7 sigma. The most conservative numbers are from the ATLAS
Technical Proposal [23] using double jet tagging. The NLC can
independently establish the presence of new strong interactions
in the e+e− → ννZ0Z0, and e+e− → ννtt channels. A sum-
mary of the yields reported in the NLC and LHC studies is given
in Table IV. In this table, we have scaled the simulation results
presented previously to 100 fb−1 data samples, with 80% po-
larization for the e+e− reactions. All of the results that we will
present in this section assume the statistics of samples of this
size.

In addition, we have discussed the probe of the new strong
interactions given by the search for I=1 resonances, or, equiva-
lently, in the study of the new pion form factor. We have seen
that the LHC will detect I=1 WZ resonances up to masses of
1.6 TeV. The study of e+e− → W+W− at the NLC will be
sensitive to the form factor effect even in the LET limit.

Beyond these pieces of direct evidence, the exclusion of a
light Higgs boson coupling to ZZ would force us to consider
new strong interactions as the only alternative to explain elec-
troweak symmetry breaking.

B. Sensitivity to New Resonances

Demonstrating the existence of new strong interactions, how-
ever, is only the first step. In order to build and test models of
these new interactions, we will need to obtain the basic exper-
imental information on their structure. In principle, one could
imagine going to very high energy and mapping out the struc-
ture of resonances of the new strong interactions, as we have
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Figure 10: Production cross section for the process WW → tt, in the 6-jet topology after all cuts, as a function of the tt mass, for
a 1.5 TeV NLC with 100% electron polarization, from [28]. The dotted curve is the standard model background; the dashed curve
is the effect of a scalar resonance at 1 TeV; the solid curve is the LET prediction.

Table IV: Summary of yields from the LHC and NLC studies described in Sections IV and V, for the LET limit, scaled to 100 fb−1

data samples.

Process N (signal) N (bkgd) S/
√
B ref.

qq′ → qqW±W± 39 76 4.5 [23]
qq → qqZ0Z0 10.4 3.3 5.7 [16]

e+e− → ννZ0Z0 41 50 5.7 [27]
e+e− → ννtt 53 36 8.8 [28]

done in QCD. However, this is not a realistic goal for the next
generation of colliders. We found it interesting to ask a more
modest question: Can the colliders of the next generation iden-
tify the lowest-lying resonances of the new strong interactions
and measure their masses? For example, can the LHC and the
NLC distinguish a model in which the new strong interactions
are described by quark model, with a strong I=J=1 resonance,
from one resembling a strongly coupled Higgs model with a
strong I=J=0 resonance and little activity in the I=1 partial
wave?

The best way to address this question would be to perform
new simulations using a variety of possible strong interaction
models. We have not done that in this study. However, we be-
lieve that it is possible to reinterpret the results of the simulation
studies we have reviewed in Sections IV and V to give a first
quantitative answer to this question. We will now discuss three
strategies to this conclusion.

1. Comparison of Models

The first approach we follow is to ask whether specific mod-
els studied by simulation in the literature could be distinguished
on the basis of the simulation results. A particularly interesting
study for this purpose is that of [16]. This analysis compared the
signal strength at the LHC in a variety of channels for five spe-
cific models of the new strong interactions: the standard model
with a 1 TeV Higgs boson, a model with a scalar resonance at
1 TeV, a model with a vector resonance at 1 TeV, a model with
a vector resonance at 2.5 TeV, and a nonresonant model. The
first two models differed primarily in the width of the scalar
resonance, which was taken to be 0.49 TeV and 0.35 TeV, re-
spectively, in the two cases. In the fifth model, the pion-pion
scattering amplitudes were given by the LET with K-matrix uni-
tarization. For each model, the signal strength was computed
for a fixed set of experimental cuts. Only the gold-plated modes
were considered, and so the yields are rather small.
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Given this data, one can ask the question, if these yields are
fluctuated statistically, to what extent could the results for one
model be fit by one of the other models? This analysis is de-
scribed in detail in a separate paper in these proceedings [34].
The result is that the first two models are clearly distinguished
from the others. Further, these two models give a poor fit to
one another, with a χ2 per degree of freedom greater than 2 for
the wrong choice. The models with vector resonances were not
distinguished from the LET model. However, this is not a sur-
prise, since these are distinguished from the LET primarily by
the search for resonance production via qq → WZ , and this
reaction is not selected by the cuts of [16]. We have seen that,
when the mass of the vector resonance is as low as 1 TeV, it is a
prominent feature that would distinguish this model.

2. Analysis of Yields

It is possible to go a step further with the data from the simula-
tion studies. To the extent that an experiment can distinguish the
LET prediction from the case without new strong interactions, it
can also be sensitive to an enhancement of the same signal due
to new strong interaction resonances. As a convenient basis for
analysis, we might parametrize the new pion scattering ampli-
tudes with simple formulae depending on resonance masses, as
we discussed in Section III. Then we can ask, how well can the
parameters in these formulae be measured in various reactions.

We can give a rough but quantitative answer to this question
for any process in which we understand the accuracy with which
the signal of new strong interactions is measured. Thus, we can
estimate the sensitivity to resonances of experiments on boson-
boson scattering and on the new pion form factor.

We emphasize that, in this analysis, we are not insisting that
the resonance be detected as a peak in the WW scattering cross
section. We are asking only whether the resonance can be de-
tected as an excess of events that may be associated with a new
strong interaction resonance. The resonance peak may be diffi-
cult to detect either because the resonance is very broad (as in
the case mH = 1 TeV in Figure 6) or because it is at an energy
higher than the parton-parton center-of-mass energy (the typi-
cal situation for an I=1 resonance which gives a small enhance-
ment to the new pion form factor). If there are two important
resonances in a scattering channel, the effective mass parameter
will be a combination of the two masses. It is also possible that
two resonances in a single channel could destructively interfere
at low energy and produce no observable effect. Nevertheless,
we feel it is interesting to ask how well the data from future
colliders will determine one parameter for each partial wave be-
yond the model-independent scattering lengths given in (11).

Consider first the case of boson-boson scattering. In Fig-
ure 11, we show a typicalππ scattering cross section at fixed ππ
center-of-mass energy, as a function of the resonance mass MI

defined in (14), with I taken to be the dominant partial wave for
this reaction. The cross section peaks at the value of MI equal
to the center-of-mass energy used. If MI is much larger than
the center-of-mass energy, the resonance recedes and the cross
section decreases. As MI →∞, the cross section approaches a

MI

σ
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Figure 11: Cross section for the process ππ → ππ in a given
partial wave, at fixed ππ center-of-mass energy, as a function of
the mass M of a resonance in this channel.

limiting value; this is precisely the LET model.

For each simulation study in Table IV, we have the expected
number of signal and background events for the case in which
the ππ scattering process is governed by the LET model. From
the quoted yields in each simulation, and assuming that the
dominant source of error is the statistical fluctuation of the small
number of signal and background events, we can compute the
accuracy with which the predicted LET cross section is mea-
sured. Then, assuming that we know the shape of the cross sec-
tion curve with MI , we can ask: (1) At what value of MI does
an event excess appear at the 95% confidence level? (2) At a
given value of MI at the upper end of the observable range,
what is the uncertainty in the determination of MI from the
event excess?

To answer these questions, we made several further simplifi-
cations. We did not redo the simulations to compute the depen-
dence of the cross sections on MI . Rather, we used the depen-
dence on MI of scattering cross sections at the ππ center-of-
mass energy equal to the typical value 1 TeV. For the reactions
WW → ZZ , which receive contributions from I=0,2, we as-
sumed that the resonance producing the event excess was in the
I=0 channel. This can be checked by looking for an event ex-
cess in W+W+ → W+W+, which contains only I=2. For
WW → tt, we assumed that the resonance was in the I=0
channel. In principle, that could be checked by t quark helicity
analysis, as we have explained in Section V.

We have displayed the results of this analysis in the fourth and
fifth columns of Table V. We also show in this table results for
the annihilation reactions qq→WZ , e+e− →W+W−. In the
qq annihilation process, the signal is a narrow resonance peak.
We have quoted in the last column our estimate of the width
of this peak close to where it disappears into the background.
For the e+e− annihilation process, we have estimated the mass
sensitivity from the results of [29], assuming a vector meson
dominance parametrization for the new pion form factor.
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Table V: LHC and NLC sensitivity to resonances in the new strong interactions. ‘Reach’ gives the value of the resonance mass
corresponding to an enhancement of the cross section for boson-boson scattering at the 95% confidence level obtained in Section
VIB2. ‘Sample’ gives a representative set of errors for the determination of a resonance mass from this enhancement. ‘Eff.
L Reach’ gives the estimate of the resonance mass for a 95% confidence level enhancement obtained in Section VIB3. All of
these estimates are based on simple parametrizations in which a single resonance dominates the scattering cross section. A more
complete explanation of the assumptions used is given in the text.

Machine Parton Level Process I Reach Sample Eff. L Reach

LHC qq′ → qq′ZZ 0 1600 1500+100
−70 1500

LHC qq →WZ 1 1600 1550+50
−50

LHC qq′ → qq′W+W+ 2 1950 2000+250
−200

NLC e+e− → ννZZ 0 1800 1600+180
−120 2000

NLC e+e− → ννtt 0 1600 1500+450
−160

NLC e+e− →W+W− 1 4000 3000+180
−150

3. Effective Lagrangian Studies

Two studies done for Snowmass used an effective chiral La-
grangian to parametrize the ππ scattering amplitudes [20, 21].
They then reported constraints on the parameters of the chiral
Lagrangian that could be obtained at future colliders. Though
these analyses use a different language that the one we have
used up to this point, it is instructive to convert their results to
our parametrization where this can be done simply, in order to
check the results of the previous subsection.

The effective Lagrangian method introduces as its variable an
SU (2) unitary matrix U . The expectation value of this matrix
is nonzero if SU (2) is spontaneously broken. The matrix U is
related to the pion field by

U = e−iπ
aσa/2v, (20)

where v is given by (8). The most general Lagrangian function
of U which is invariant under SU (2)×SU (2) chiral symmetry
is [17]

L =
v2

4
tr[∂µU

†∂µU ] + L1

(
tr[∂µU

†∂µU ]
)2

+L2

(
tr[∂µU

†∂νU ]
)2

+ · · · , (21)

where the omitted terms contain at least six derivatives. The ππ
scattering amplitudes derived from (21) do not respect unitarity,
but they are properly crossing symmetric. The terms propor-
tional to L1 and L2 give the most general terms of order s2

which can be added to (10) in a chirally invariant theory. In
[21], the parameters L1 and L2 are called α5 and α4.

By comparing this parametrization to (14), one can work out
the relation between L1 and L2 and the masses M0 and M1 in

that formula. When L2=0, this relation takes the simple form

M2
0 =

v2

8L1
. (22)

Then we can convert the results of these papers to our terminol-
ogy as follows. Peláez [20] studied the reaction qq → qqZZ at
the parton level following the scheme of cuts of the CMS col-
laboration [22]. He found that the 95% confidence upper limit
on L1 in the LET was about 3.5×10−3. Kilian [21] studied the
reactions e+e− → ννZZ and e+e− → e+e−W+W− at the
parton level for a 1.6 TeV e+e− collider, following the scheme
of cuts suggested in [27]. His results were presented for 200
fb−1 and unpolarized beams; scaling to 100 fb−1 and 80% po-
larization, we find a 95% confidence upper limit on L1 of about
1.8 × 10−3. Converting these values to limits on M0, we find
the two entries in the extreme right-hand column of Table V.

4. Results

We were surprised at the quality of the information that the set
of experiments shown in Table V will make available. The ex-
periments are sensitive to resonances in each of the three partial
waves available to new pion scattering, up to resonance masses
significantly larger than the unitarity limits shown in (12). We
have discussed many qualifications of this analysis, most impor-
tantly, our assumption that a single resonance dominates each
partial wave. However, under the assumptions we have made
the masses of the resonances are obtained to 10-15%. And it
is possible to test whether an I=0 resonance which appears in
WW → tt is the same one that appears inWW → ZZ .
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C. Further Questions

There are many questions that still must be addressed, and
which require analysis beyond the level possible in a summer
study. We list the most important open issues here.

First of all, the analysis we have done to determine the sensi-
tivity to resonance masses of the new strong interactions should
be repeated using detailed simulations, at least at the parton
level, to produce the correct average over ππ reactions of dif-
ferent center-of-mass energy.

For the LHC studies, two major questions could benefit from
future work. Since the ππ scattering signals are seen as event
excesses above background, it is necessary that the backgrounds
be estimated confidently. Backgrounds which depend on miss-
ing transverse momentum and thus on cracks and gaps in the
detector need experimental calibration. In addition, the efficien-
cies of jet tags and jet vetos must be determined experimentally,
and strategies are needed to do this.

In addition, we feel it is important to extend the LHC simula-
tion studies beyond the study of the lowest-background ‘gold-
plated’ modes. Once the existence of new strong interactions
has been established and we are interested in measuring param-
eters of the new strong sector, it will be important to have probes
of this sector that allow higher-statistics measurements even at
the cost of new uncertainties in backgrounds. More work is re-
quired on studies of the ‘silver-plated’ modes, with one leptonic
and one hadronic weak boson decay, with forward jet tagging.
CMS has already shown promising results in a 1 TeV Higgs
search with this strategy. Another means of controlling back-
ground is to associate WW scattering events with rapidity gaps
or other measures of low central hadronic multiplicity. Here
it seems especially important to find a way to calibrate the tag
experimentally.

For the NLC studies, though we believe that the major ef-
fects which determine the experimental yields and resolutions
have been taken into account, it would be best to repeat the
analyses of boson-boson scattering using realistic simulations
of hadronization, detector effects, and beamstrahlung. These
simulations could also be used to explore additional observables
available at the NLC, in particular, the use of W and Z helic-
ity analysis such as we discussed for annihilation processes in
Section IVC2. Positron polarization would also enhance the ca-
pabilities of the NLC, and this should be studied.

In addition, it is interesting to think about the desired energy
of a future lepton collider. The case of a 4 TeV e+e− or µ+µ−

collider has been studied [35] and, not surprisingly, it provides
significant increases in the projected signals over those available
from LHC or the 1.5 TeV NLC. We will see on what time scale
this technology could become available. For the near term, there
is a question whose answer is less obvious: Would we gain from
extending the reach of the 1.5 TeV e+e− collider to 2 TeV with
an attendant loss in luminosity? The optimization of energy
versus luminosity for boson-boson studies with e+e− colliders
needs further study.

D. Issues for Very High Energies

At the beginning of Section VIB, we stated that the detailed
mapping of the resonances in the new strong interactions was
not a realistic goal for the next generation of colliders. However,
if there are new strong interactions, we will eventually need to
face this problem. To our knowledge, this issue has received
almost no consideration, even though it may become the major
focus of experimental particle physics two decades from now.

At an e+e− or µ+µ− collider, the problem of mapping res-
onances is relatively straightforward. If the constituents of the
new strong interactions have SU (2)×U (1) charges, which they
must to produce electroweak symmetry breaking, the J=1 res-
onances of this sector will appear in lepton-antilepton annihila-
tion. To study these resonances, one needs the ability to produce
data samples which grow as the square of the energy; for ex-
ample, samples of 1000 fb−1 are needed at

√
s = 5 TeV. The

new resonances presumably decay dominantly to new pions,
that is, toW and Z bosons. The most direct experimental strat-
egy would be to identify these bosons in their hadronic decay
modes by making 2-jet mass combinations. This raises an in-
teresting question: In e+e− reactions at present energies, anni-
hilation processes at the full

√
s can be distinguished from two-

photon processes and other peripheral reactions by cuts on total
energy and visible transverse energy. Does this strategy con-
tinue to work at center-of-mass energies of order 5 TeV when
one includes the new sources of gauge boson production from
photon-photon collisions and direct W and Z radiation? This
question should be studied in simulations.

For a pp collider at 100 TeV in the center of mass, it is less
obvious what the strategy would be to explore the resonance re-
gion of the new strong interactions. The one part of this question
that has been addressed in the literature is that of the observ-
ability of multipleW production due to new strong interactions
[36, 37]. A 100 TeV collider would allow boson-boson colli-
sions at energies corresponding to the multiple pion production
region of QCD. In a preliminary study at Snowmass, Kilgore
and Peskin asked whether the multiple production of new pi-
ons (observed as W and Z bosons with pT above 500 GeV)
would be visible over standard model backgrounds. Because it
decreases the rate too much to insist that all of the weak bosons
decay leptonically, most of the weak bosons must be identified
in their hadronic decay modes and thus will resemble high pT
jets. The dominant backgrounds come from QCD production
of W or Z plus multiple gluon jets. The signature is the pres-
ence of events with high jet multiplicity per unit rapidity, with
dn/dy ∼ 3 for new pion production versus dn/dy ∼ 0.2 for
the standard model reaction. They estimated that a data sample
of order 1000 fb−1 would be necessary to study this process. If
QCD is a guide, the study of the truly short distance regime of
the new strong interactions would presumably require several
further orders of magnitude in luminosity.

This analysis gives one example of the type of question that
will need to be addressed to define the experimental program
of these very high energy colliders. The formulation of this
experimental program is clearly at an early stage.
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VII. ANOMALOUS W COUPLINGS

Up to this point, we have discussed probes of the new strong
interactions through scattering processes of new pions. An alter-
native way to probe these new interactions is to study their effect
on the couplings ofW andZ bosons. For example, the standard
Yang-Mills coupling of theW boson to the photon may be mod-
ified by

∆L = e
[(
W †µνW

µ −W †µWµν

)
Aν + κγW

†
µWνF

µν + · · ·
]

(23)
The standard Yang-Mills coupling is given by κγ = 1. A de-
viation of κγ from this value signals an anomalous magnetic
moment for theW boson. The complete phenomenology of the
possible modifications of this form is described in the contri-
bution [38] to these proceedings. Here, we will make only a
few general remarks which connect that study with the theory
of pion-pion interactions.

To understand how new pion interactions affect the W and
Z couplings, the most straightforward method is to write the
most general effective Lagrangian for pions coupled in a gauge-
invariant way to SU (2) × U (1). Some time ago, Gasser and
Leutwyler [17] addressed this problem for the conventional
strong interactions, considering arbitrary vector bosons cou-
pling to the SU (2) × SU (2) global symmetry. Using the anal-
ogy between QCD and the new strong interactions, and special-
izing their results to the standard model gauge couplings, one
finds as the leading corrections [39, 40]

δL = −iL9Lε
abcgW a

µν∂
µπb∂νπc

−iL9Rε
3bcg′Bµν∂

µπb∂νπc

+L10BµνW
µν3, (24)

where a, b, c = 1, 2, 3 and W a
µν , Bµν are the field strength ten-

sors of SU (2) and U (1) gauge fields, and the Li are new phe-
nomenological parameters. As shown in Figure 12, the first two
terms of (24) can be thought of as resulting from new strong
interactions at the gauge boson vertex. The third term can be
thought of as the contribution to the vacuum polarization result-
ing from virtual states of the new sector.�� � �� �

(b)(a) π
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Figure 12: Corrections to gauge boson vertices from new strong
interactions.

To understand the importance of the new couplings intro-
duced in (24), we should first estimate the Li and then relate
these parameters to quantities such as κγ that express the cor-
rections to the WWγ and WWZ vertices. The simplest way to
estimate the Li is to saturate the strong interaction amplitudes

shown in Figure 12 with low-lying resonances. Since this is just
an estimate, we will assume for simplicity that the new strong
interactions conserve parity; this sets L9L = L9R. Then, if M1

is the mass of the lowest I=1 vector resonance,

L9 =
1

2

f2
ρ

M2
1

L10 = −1

2

f2
ρ

M2
1

(
1− f2

ρM
2
1

f2
AM

2
A1

)
(25)

where MA1 is the mass of the lowest I=1 axial vector res-
onance. In a more sophisticated estimate, these expressions
would be replaced by dispersion relations over the spectrum of
vector and axial vector mesons [17, 4].

The parameter L10 is actually already known, since it is re-
lated to the S parameter of precision electroweak physics, by

L10 = − 1

16π
S . (26)

The value of S given in (3) leads toL10 = +(5±3)×10−3. This
would seem to imply an unconventional ordering or degeneracy
of the vector and axial vector mesons of the new sector relative
to the quark model expectation.

Given values for the Li, the parameters κγ and κZ expressing
the corrections to the WWγ and WWZ vertices are given by

κγ = 1− 4παw ·
1

2

(
L9L + L9R + 2L10

)

κZ = 1 + 4παw
(
L9L −

sin2 θw
cos2 θw

L9R

+
2

cos2 θw
L10

)
. (27)

In addition, the overall strength of the WWZ vertex is shifted
by a factor

g1Z = +4παw ·
(

1

2 cos2 θw
L9L

+
sin2 θw

cos2 θw(cos2 θw − sin2 θw)
L10

)
. (28)

In the previous section, we argued that the pion-pion scatter-
ing effects can show up in the new pion form factor. In cases
where this form factor does not contain a resonance and we ob-
serve just the first deviation from its low-energy value, this devi-
ation is a special case of the couplings described in this section.
Specifically,

Re Fπ(q2) = 1 +
s

f2
π

(L9L + L9R) + O(s2) . (29)

(The imaginary part of Fπ is generated by loop corrections to
the pion effective Lagrangian.)

If we estimate L9L, L9R by evaluating (25) with the parame-
ter values of QCD, and we ignore L10 in accord with the elec-
troweak data, we find

κγ − 1 ∼ −3× 10−3 κZ − 1 ∼ −2 × 10−3 . (30)
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Experiments which claim to probe new strong interactions
through the anomalous W couplings should be designed to
achieve a level of accuracy which would be sensitive to such
small corrections.

Many studies have been done to explore the sensitivity of cur-
rent, future, and proposed machines to anomalous gauge boson
couplings. The recent DPF study of physics beyond the stan-
dard model presented the summary of the sensitivity of future
colliders to the anomalous couplings shown in Figure 13 [41].
These limits are based on a specific two-parameter representa-
tion of the anomalous couplings [42], but they illustrate well
the constraints that will be available. The studies presented at
Snowmass [38] have refined the limits presented in the figure
but do not significantly change the projections. From a compar-
ison of (27) and Figure 13, we see that anomalous couplings are
not particularly sensitive probes of new strong dynamics. The
only machine that will have sufficient sensitivity to probe the
new strong interactions through the anomalous W coupling is
the e+e− linear collider, with a study of the helicity amplitudes
in e+e− → W+W−. However, this is the same analysis and
the same data that yield a measurement of the phase shift in the
I=1 weak isospin channel and gives direct evidence for strong
scattering. Our conclusion is that while experiments searching
for anomalous gauge boson couplings are extremely important
as tests of the standard model, they are not sensitive probes of
strong-coupling electroweak symmetry breaking.

VIII. FERMION MASSES AND
MODEL-DEPENDENT SIGNATURES

Up to this point, we have been concerned with the gen-
eral phenomenology of strong interactions associated with elec-
troweak gauge symmetry breaking. We have discussed ex-
perimental probes of these new strong interactions which ap-
ply irrespective of their detailed properties and which give the
most important qualitative information about their structure.
Any successful theory of electroweak symmetry breaking, how-
ever, must also explain the origin of the masses of the ordinary
fermions. The mechanism of fermion mass generation typically
leads to the prediction of new particles and interactions with the
property of coupling most strongly to heavy flavors. In this sec-
tion, we will discuss model-dependent experimental signatures
of these new interactions. The effects we will review are as-
sociated with specific features of models, and so we cannot be
sure that experiments which may exclude these effects give gen-
eral constraints on electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion
mass generation. However, we will see that explicit models of
fermion mass generation often can be probed in ways quite dif-
ferent from the high-energy pion-pion reactions that we have
discussed up to this point.

This section is built around a description of two features
which may be incorporated into models of strong interaction
electroweak symmetry breaking with fermion mass genera-
tion: walking technicolor and top quark condensation. We will
briefly outline the motivation of these ideas and show how, in
each case, the basic theoretical assumptions give rise to new

observable phenomena. To introduce this discussion, we re-
view the minimal model of technicolor, the simplest scenario for
electroweak gauge symmetry breaking and fermion mass gen-
eration, which is ultimately unsuccessful. We will find the more
realistic models by repairing the difficulties of this one.

The concentration of this section on one particular route to
model-building may reflect the primitive state of our knowledge
of nonperturbative phenomena in gauge theories, which provide
the theoretical raw materials for model construction. Thus, it
is important to look at the effects discussed in this section as
examples of what might be found rather than predictions of the
general notion of strong-coupling electroweak symmetry break-
ing. Eventually, experiments will tell us whether our current
theoretical ideas are good enough, or whether they must be ex-
panded.

A. Technicolor and Extended Technicolor

The ideal model of new strong interactions responsible for
SU (2) × U (1) is technicolor [43, 44]. In this model, one pos-
tulates a new set of interactions with exactly the physics of
QCD, but with QCD scale Λ set several thousand times larger
in accord with (8). If the model contains two flavors of mass-
less ‘techniquarks’ T , it has SU (2) × SU (2) global symmetry.
This symmetry is spontaneously broken in the correct pattern
through quark pair condensation and dynamical mass genera-
tion, exactly as happens in the familiar strong interactions.
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Figure 14: Generation of quark and lepton masses through ex-
tended technicolor interactions.

Masses for quarks and leptons must be induced by additional
interactions that couple these fermions to the techniquarks. A
plausible hypothesis is that these couplings result from further
new gauge interactions, called ‘extended technicolor’ (ETC)
[45, 46]. The theory then produces quark and lepton masses
proportional to the dynamical mass of the techniquarks, through
the diagram shown in Figure 14.

Though this scenario is simple and compelling, it cannot be
correct. It has two difficulties associated with the ETC mech-
anism, and one associated with precision electroweak results.
First, since the ETC interactions must distinguish between fla-
vors, the ETC gauge group typically contains vector bosons that
couple to the first two generations and mediate flavor changing

neutral current processes such as K0–K
0

mixing, at an unac-
ceptable level [45, 47, 48]. Though these bosons are very heavy,
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Figure 13: Comparison of 95% confidence limits on the anomalous WWγ couplings (a) κγ and (b) λγ expected from various
future colliders, from [41].

typically in the mass range of 50 TeV, the constraints on flavor-
changing neutral currents are very stringent. Second, the ETC
mechanism cannot give a large mass to the top quark without
fine-tuning [49, 50]. For top quark masses above about 100
GeV, the mass of the required ETC boson comes down to about
1 TeV, where this particle would play a role in the technicolor
dynamics and, in particular, spoil custodial SU (2) symmetry.
Finally, because this theory is a scaled-up version of QCD, the
value of S conflicts with precision electroweak results as we
have discussed above.

Despite these problems, many authors have viewed techni-
color as a reasonable starting point for a theory of electroweak
symmetry breaking induced by new strong interactions. The
question is, what should be changed so that this mechanism
avoids its specific problems? We now consider two possible
answers.

B. Walking technicolor

Much of the analysis above is based on our understanding of
QCD. As one scales higher in energy, QCD goes rather sud-
denly to a weakly coupled theory due to asymptotic freedom.
The first proposal, “walking technicolor” [51, 52, 53], assumes
that the short-distance behavior of the technicolor interactions
is instead dominated by an ultraviolet fixed point. In this case,
or even if the approach to asymptotic freedom is very slow [54],
the dynamics of the strong interactions could be quite different.

Recently, it has been found that the supersymmetric general-
ization of QCD, for a large number of quark flavors, has a non-
trivial fixed point with a manifold of vacuum states, including
a point at which chiral symmetry is unbroken [55]. In walking
technicolor, we hope that either an approximate [56] or exact
fixed point governs the asymptotic ultraviolet behavior of ordi-
nary, nonsupersymmetric, QCD with a large number of flavors,
or with matter in some nonstandard gauge representation. How-

ever, to obtain electroweak symmetry breaking, we must also
assume that chiral symmetry is broken according to the stan-
dard pattern.

The consequences of the new short-distance behavior may
include nonperturbative short-distance enhancements of ampli-
tudes which involve expectation values of techniquark bilinears.
In particular, the process shown in Figure 14 is enhanced, push-
ing up the general scale of ETC bosons and thus suppressing the
dangerous flavor-changing neutral current amplitudes involving
the first two generations.

This proposal has important experimental consequences. If
the short-distance behavior of technicolor is due to the presence
of many technifermions, this predicts the existence of additional
pseudoscalar mesons which are composites of the techniquarks.
In QCD, when we consider a theory with a light strange quark,
we add to the pion isotriplet the kaons and the eta; similarly, a
generalization of QCD with n flavors leads to (n2 − 1) meson
species, including the three pions. The new particles are known
as ‘technipions’ or ‘pseudo-Goldstone bosons’ P .

In models where techniquarks carry QCD color, we can form
technicolor singlet mesons which carry QCD color, for exam-
ple, by combining two colored techniquarks into a technicolor-
singlet, color-octet combination. However, in all models, some
techniquarks must transform under weak interactionSU (2) and
custodial SU (2), and therefore the additional mesons can form
isospin doublets, triplets, and possibly also higher isospin rep-
resentations. For example, a model which contains three dou-
blets of technifermions which transform as color triplets (U,D)
predicts 35 meson states: 3 pions and an isotriplet of color
octets P a+, P a0, P a−, and a color octet isosinglet P a0′. The
ETC-interactions associated with the top quark mass would al-
low these particles to decay preferentially to third-generation
fermions pairs such as tt, tb, and tτ .

The technipion masses come from two sources. First, there
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is a contribution from standard model gauge interactions. This
is the technicolor analogue of the π+–π0 mass difference; its
value is about 300 GeV for colored states [57]. Second, there
is a contribution from ETC interactions of the techniquarks in-
side the mesons. This contribution is small in conventional
technicolor, but in walking technicolor it receives a double en-
hancement and is expected to be the dominant contribution [51].
Unfortunately, this contribution cannot be accurately calculated
even in the simplest realistic models.

If the technicolor model contains techniquarks in higher tech-
nicolor representations, it is possible that the techniquarks
might have significantly different values of their dynamical
masses. That is, these models may contain multiple, and signifi-
cantly different, scales of chiral symmetry breaking [58, 59, 60].
Models with “multiscale technicolor” have the general experi-
mental signatures of walking technicolor models, necessarily
including large multiplets of technipions. In addition these
models contain relatively light I=1 resonances, the ρ resonances
in the sectors of the theory associated with the lowest chiral-
symmetry breaking scale. These resonances, which may be as
light as 500 GeV [59], can be produced in fermion-antifermion
annihilation as discussed above and provide enhancements in
the cross sections for W+W− and P+P− production at rela-
tively low energies.

Finally, as emphasized by Lane [61], the estimate of S which
we have given in Section IIA depends crucially on the assump-
tion that the new strong dynamics is QCD-like. We have ex-
plained in Section VII how a different hadron spectrum can lead
to a vanishing or negative value. Unfortunately, it is not known
whether a walking technicolor model can in fact have the spec-
trum required.

While walking technicolor mitigates the flavor-changing
neutral-current problems which arise in generating the masses
of the first two generations of quarks, it does not address the
problems associated with a heavy top quark. In the absence of
fine-tuning [62], the ETC boson associated with the top quark
would still have a mass of order 1 TeV [63], and in fact, the
new asymptotic behavior tends to enhance isospin-violating ef-
fects [64]. An additional potentially dangerous consequence of
a light ETC gauge-boson is the presence of anomalous cou-
plings of the third-generation quarks. The ETC gauge group
includes gauge bosons which modify the t and b vertices with
the Z0 through the processes shown in Figure 15. These dia-
grams have been estimated [65] and turn out to be of order

δgZ ∼ gZ ·
mt

4πfπ
, (31)

giving corrections of order 7%. Note that this contribution in-
volves only one power of (mt/fπ), whereas most vertex cor-
rections due to top quark mass generation are suppressed by
two powers of this ratio. In explicit models [66, 67, 68], the
contributions from standard and diagonal ETC bosons shown in
the figure are of opposite sign for b and of the same sign for
t, so one expects a few-percent and rather model-dependent ef-
fect on Γ(Z0 → bb) but effects of order 10% for the top quark
couplings [69, 70].
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Figure 15: Modification of the bbZ and ttZ vertices by ETC
interactions.

The final consequence of this class of models is the prediction
of heavy particles which are bound states of techniquarks with
the light ETC boson associated with top quark mass generation
[71, 72]. These states have the quantum numbers and decay
schemes of excited third-generation fermions, for example,

t∗ → tZ, bW , τ ∗ → τZ, ντW . (32)

C. Topcolor-Assisted Technicolor

To address the problems discussed at the end of the previous
section, one might introduce a new interaction specifically asso-
ciated with the top quark, in order to generate its large mass by
top quark pair condensation. Such new interactions, introduced
originally by Hill [73, 74], are called ‘topcolor’. Though it is a
very attractive idea that top quark pair condensation is the mech-
anism of SU (2)×U (1) symmetry breaking, this is unlikely be-
cause the asymmetry between the top and bottom masses would
require a large violation of custodial SU (2). To avoid this prob-
lem without fine-tuning, the top condensation must be isolated
from the technicolor interactions which are the major source of
the W and Z masses. This puts the top condensation in an ad-
ditional new sector, with its own characteristic phenomenology.

The strength of the top condensate is bounded above by a con-
straint associated with the permitted violation of the relation (1)
and is bounded below by limits on the strength of the top quark
coupling to new interactions [74]. For simplicity, the interac-
tions which induce top quark condensation are often modeled
by 4-fermion contact interactions induced at a scale M of or-
der one TeV. It may be more realistic to assume that the top
quark couples to a new sector of (broken) gauge interactions.
The strength of these new interactions must be adjusted to be
quite near the threshold for chiral symmetry breaking; other-
wise, the top quark mass jumps up to the scale of the new in-
teractions (of order one TeV). Direct experimental searches for
these gauge bosons as resonances in the tt mass distribution
push their masses above 600 GeV. Under these constraints, one
finds a small contribution to the W mass from top quark pair
condensation; this must be supplemented by a larger contribu-
tion due to technicolor. Thus, (8) is generalized to

f2
t + f2

π = (246 GeV)2 , (33)
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where fπ is the pion decay constant of technicolor and ft is a
new decay constant associated with the top condensate. Typical
values are ft = 75 GeV, fπ = 235 GeV, so that

rt = (ft/fπ)2 ≈ 1

10
. (34)

In addition to the direct manifestations of new top interac-
tions, there is an interesting indirect consequence of this new
physics. To the extent that the top condensation is decoupled
from the symmetry-breaking of the technicolor fields, the top
condensate would lead to its own separate set of Goldstone
bosons, the ‘top-pions’ π+

t , π0
t , π−t . These receive masses

which are small compared to the topcolor scale as the result of
the coupling of the top and bottom quarks to technicolor through
ETC interactions. However, since ETC now plays only a small
role in giving the top quark a mass, these effects are suppressed.
If the ETC contribution to the top quark mass is of order 5–10
GeV, the top-pions are expected to have a mass between 150
and 400 GeV [74].

Furthermore, if the top condensate is induced by short-ranged
strong-interactions adjusted to be near the critical point for chi-
ral symmetry breaking, the theory predicts a tt composite scalar
with a mass close to the tt threshold [75]. The effective size of
this composite system, however, is M−1, which means that for
practical purposes this scalar should be treated as an elementary
scalar field which we might call the ‘top-Higgs’ h0

t . Thus, top-
color leads naturally to the appearance of an additional sector of
apparently elementary Higgs bosons.

From this general outline of topcolor models, we can deduce
three experimental consequences. First, topcolor gives a poten-
tial for resonances in tt and bb production at high energy. If
the topcolor interactions are a new gauge sector, composed of
‘top-gluons’ with an enhanced coupling to the third generation,
these should produce resonances in the reaction qq→ tt. In ad-
dition, realistic topcolor models contain a weakly coupled U (1)
gauge boson Z0

t which distinguishes the t and b. In order to
cancel anomalies, this gauge boson will also couple to leptons.
Thus, it is likely to lead to resonances or interference effects in
all channels of e+e− → ff , just as for any other type of heavy
neutral vector boson.

Second, as we have discussed above, topcolor predicts a top-
Higgs sector, a set of four bosonsπit, h

0
t which behave like a sec-

ond scalar doublet in a multi-Higgs model. The masses of these
particles are expected to be in the range 150-400 GeV. Some of
their properties are those expected for conventional multi-Higgs
models, but some are different in an interesting way. The pair
production processes

e+e− → π+
t π
−
t , e+e− → π0

th
0
t (35)

have the standard cross sections for an elementary scalar dou-
blet. The process

e+e− → Z0h0
t , (36)

however, occurs at a rate suppressed from the standard model
rate for e+e− → Z0h0 by a factor rt in (34). On the other
hand, the single production processes

γγ, gg → h0
t , (37)

are enhanced parametrically relative to the rate for a minimal
Higgs boson by a factor 1/rt. Further aspects of the physics of
these particles are discussed in [76].

The third consequence of topcolor is a suppression of the pro-
cess WW → tt discussed in Section V. In the I=0 amplitude
(18), the mass M0 of the scalar resonance should be replaced
by the mass of the h0

t , giving a much lower resonance posi-
tion followed by a rapid fall-off. In the I=1 amplitude (19),
the parameter η should be small, of order (mb/mt), that is, of
the order of the fraction of the top quark mass due to ETC and
not topcolor interactions. Topcolor provides a concrete exam-
ple of the claim we made in Section V, that the cross section for
WW → tt tests directly whether the top quark derives its mass
from the new strong interactions that produce the W mass, or
from some other source.

IX. EXPERIMENTAL SEARCHES FOR
EXOTIC PARTICLES

In this section, we summarize the experimental reach of vari-
ous machines to exotica that are associated with specific models
of strong interaction electroweak symmetry breaking. The num-
ber of models is large and explicit studies have not been done for
all of them. We attempt here to give general guidelines for the
experimental reaches rather than report exhaustively for each
conceivable model. We consider the search reach of the Teva-
tron in Run I (0.1fb−1), Run II (2fb−1), and TeV33 (30fb−1),
the search reach of an electron-positron linear collider (NLC)
at 0.5TeV (50 fb−1), 1.0TeV (100fb−1), and 1.5TeV (100fb−1),
and the search reach of the LHC (100fb−1).

A. Technipions

The technipions in a given model can be electrically charged
or electrically neutral, and they can exist as color singlets,
triplets, or octets. At lepton colliders, the electrically charged
technipions are pair produced and can be detected almost up
to the kinematic limit of the machine (

√
s/2). The current

experimental limits are from the OPAL experiment at LEP1:
m(P±) > 35 GeV and m(P±8 ) > 45 GeV [77]. Searching for
the neutral technipions at a lepton collider is a bit more subtle.
There are no tree level gauge couplings so the neutral technip-
ions are produced via a triangle diagram in association with a
monoenergetic gluon, photon or Z . The production cross sec-
tions can be sizeable for neutral technipions of mass a signifi-
cant fraction of

√
s. Swartz has described the search technique

in a paper in these proceedings [78]. A 1 TeV linear collider has
a mass reach of approximately 700 GeV for the neutral color
octet technipion states.

The Tevatron is currently sensitive to the colored technipion
states (charged and neutral) only to a mass of 225 GeV [79]. For
a neutral, color octet technipion arising in multiscale models,
the tt cross section is a very sensitive probe, and so the Teva-
tron has a mass reach for the P 0′

8 (ηT ) of 400-500 GeV [80].
The color singlet technipions are more difficult to discover at
a hadron collider than the color octet states since the latter can
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Table VI: Mass reach in model-dependent searches for exotica discussed in Section IX. All mass limits are in TeV. The dashes
represent cases for which we could not find results in the literature.

NLC Tevatron LHC
0.5 1.0 1.5 Run I Run II TeV33

Technipion P± 0.25 0.5 0.75 – 0.1 – 0.3 - 0.4
Technipion P 0′

8 – 0.7 – 0.4-0.5 – – –
Technirho (singlet) 1.5 3.0 4.0 – 0.2 0.4 1.6
Technirho (octet) – – – 0.5 – 0.9 –

TopcolorB – 0.8? – – 1.1 1.4 found
Topcolor Z ′ found – 0.9 1.1 found
Top Higgs 0.18 0.55 – – – – 0.7

be strongly produced. In Run II, the reach for the color sin-
glet technipion states will be 115 GeV. At LHC, older studies
which do not take advantage of b tagging indicate that the color
octet technipions are observable through direct production up to
a mass of about 325 GeV and that the LHC will be able to see
the charged color singlet technipions to a mass reach of about
400 GeV. The same studies indicate that the neutral singlet tech-
nipions will be accessible to 100–150 GeV at LHC [80].

B. Technirho ρT

We have discussed in detail the mass reach of the LHC and
of a 1.5 TeV linear collider for the color singlet ρT . How-
ever, lower energy machines are also sensitive to its discovery.
The linear collider operating at

√
s = 500 GeV can discover

a ρT up to at least 1.5 TeV via the same helicity analysis of
e+e− → W+W− that was described earlier (and, again, with
the assumption that a single resonance dominates the form fac-
tor) [9]. In fact, by the same technique, LEP 2 can discover a ρT
up to 350 GeV [29]. The Tevatron will have a discovery reach
of approximately 200 GeV in run II and 400 GeV at TeV33. As
was the case with technipions, the color octet technirho states
are more easily accessible than the singlets at a hadron collider.
The Tevatron currently excludes a color octet technirho up to
500 GeV and TeV33 will be sensitive to color octet ρT ’s up to
a mass of about 900 GeV [79].

C. Topcolor B and Z ′

In topcolor assisted technicolor, there is a top gluon (B) that
couples mainly to top and bottom quarks and a massive color
singlet gauge boson (Z ′). The mass reach for topgluons is 1.0-
1.1 TeV for the Tevatron in Run II and is 1.3-1.4 TeV for TeV33
[79]. The sensitivity to the Z ′ depends on the couplings of the
Z ′ to the light quarks. In the optimistic case where the coupling
is comparable to the couplings of the quarks to the Z , TeV33
will be sensitive to the Z ′ up to a mass of 1.1 TeV. The LHC
should be sensitive over the entire range of expected masses for
both the top gluon and topcolorZ ′ and will find them if they are
there [79, 81].

There are no published analyses on the reach of NLC to dis-
cover topgluons; the search is difficult because the topgluons

couple directly only to quarks. Some preliminary work [82] in-
dicates that the topgluon can be observed at the 1 TeV NLC up
to about 800 GeV, not as a resonance but rather through inter-
ference effects in e+e− → bbbb. This point needs further study.
On the other hand, the topcolor Z ′ couples to leptons and thus
gives effects similar to those of other new Z bosons. The NLC
even at 500 GeV would be sensitive to the topcolor Z ′ up to 3
TeV, covering the complete range of expectations for its mass
[83].

D. Light ETC Exotica

Heavy particles which are are bound states of techniquarks
with light ETC bosons (τ ∗ and t∗) will behave much like excited
quarks and leptons. For excited quarks, the reach of TeV33 is
1.1 TeV and that of LHC is 6.3 TeV. For NLC(0.5/1.0) the reach
is 0.45/0.9 TeV [9, 79]. These limits can be used as an estimate
of the expected reach for the t∗ and, in the case of the NLC, for
the τ∗.

E. Top Higgs Sector

The πt will be pair-produced through Drell-Yan production,
with the dominant decays into weak boson pairs. The ht is
produced in much the same processes as a standard model
Higgs, although the width and the branching fractions may be
very different. At the NLC, a lower limit to the discovery
reach comes from considering the conventional Higgs reaction
e+e− → Z0h0 with 10% of the standard cross section; this
gives a reach of 180 GeV at 0.5 TeV and about 550 GeV at 1.0
TeV [9]. The latter reach is well above the expected value of
2mt. (In addition, the ht should be visible as a resonance at
a γγ collider.) We can obtain a similar lower limit to the dis-
covery reach at the LHC by comparing the rate for the process
gg → ht → Z0Z0 to that for the Standard Model Higgs; this
gives a reach of about 700 GeV [84]. Neither of these estimates
makes use of the dominant decay of the top Higgs to tt. More
detailed, model-dependent assessments of the top Higgs sector
discovery limits need to be made for all colliders.

The model dependent reach limits for the various explicit
models of discussed in Section VIII are summarized in Table
VI.
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X. CONCLUSION

In this report, we have described two approaches to the exper-
imental study of a strong-coupling mechanism of electroweak
symmetry breaking. In the first few sections, we took the con-
servative point of view that any model of strong-coupling elec-
troweak symmetry breaking must result in pion-pion strong in-
teractions that could be observed in high energy WW scatter-
ing. We summarized the available experimental studies that
have explored the reach of future experiments to uncover and
study these new pion interactions, and we evaluated both the
ability of the experiments to discover the new strong interaction,
as well as the reach of experiments to probe the structure of the
new strong interactions. We then turned to the study of spe-
cific models and discussed the wide variety of signatures which
characterize them. In general, the models predict new particles
which decay to heavy flavors and exotic interactions of the third-
generation fermions. Thus, even if there is no single signature
which is characteristic of the broad class of models, it is clear
what general experiments one must do to probe this physics.
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Figure 16: Diagram of strong-coupling model space, after Tern-
ing.

The tension between conservative, model-independent signa-
tures on one hand and exotic signatures on the other is illus-
trated in Figure 16. The axes in this figure are, vertically, the
appearance of exotic signatures and, horizontally, the amount
of fine-tuning implicit in the model. The scale is probably loga-
rithmic in both cases. Models with a large number of wheels and
gears naturally create a large number of exotic phenomena that
one could try to observe at colliders. The further one goes in re-
moving explicit dynamical mechanisms, the more one must rely
experimentally on the most general, model-independent signa-
tures. But also in this case, one must depend more and more
on fine adjustments of the model to produce all of the physics
which results from electroweak symmetry breaking.

In this report, we have listed a large number of model-
dependent signatures of new strong interactions. The searches
for these particles can begin at present accelerators and at the
upgraded Tevatron. The demonstration that electroweak sym-
metry breaking comes from new strong interactions should also

include the exclusion of a light Higgs boson coupling to WW
and ZZ . In Figure 17, we indicate the experiments that will be
important to the study of new strong interactions as the available
energy and luminosity is increased.

However, the irreducible experimental question is that of the
direct observation of new strong interactions in WW scattering
processes. These experiments can be carried out at the LHC
and can be confirmed and extended by a high-energy electron-
positron collider. However, it will require pushing those ma-
chines to the limits of their design.

It is clear that should new strong interactions be discovered,
we would then want to study their behavior at energies high
compared to their natural scale. This study, which would be
necessary to clarify the fundamental origin of the new inter-
actions, would require accelerator facilities beyond the next
generation—parton center-of-mass energies in excess of 5 TeV
and luminosities in excess of 1035. This study is not a realis-
tic goal for currently feasible accelerators, and, even to imagine
carrying out such an experimental program, it will be essential
to first know that this is the path that Nature has chosen. For the
near future, the crucial questions we must answer are simpler:
Are there new strong interactions responsible for electroweak
symmetry breaking? What is their general form? Where are
their most important resonances? How does the top quark cou-
ple to these interactions, and why is the top quark so heavy?
These are the questions that the working group focussed on.
Our conclusions can be summarized as follows:

• The experiments are hard.

• We will need the highest energy and the full design lumi-
nosity of the proposed and upcoming colliders. Our con-
clusions assume the LHC at 14 TeV and the NLC at 1.5
TeV, in each case with 100 fb−1 data samples.

• The LHC can discover strong interaction electroweak sym-
metry breaking.

• The LHC can probe the effects of scalar resonances up to
1.6 TeV and vector resonances up to 1.6 TeV.

• The NLC at 1.5 TeV can probe the effects of resonances in
the vector channel up to 4 TeV through an accurate mea-
surement of the I=1 phase shift in e+e− →W+W−.

• The NLC at 1.5 TeV can study the coupling of top to the
symmetry breaking sector.

• Many, but not all, models of strong electro-weak symme-
try breaking predict low energy phenomena in the mass
range 200–700 GeV that can be searched for at the Teva-
tron, LHC, and NLC.

• A detailed understanding of strong electro-weak symme-
try breaking will probably have to wait for machines with
parton energies greater than 5 TeV and luminosities greater
than 1035 cm−2s−1.
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